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DE.4TH BY ELECTRIC CURRENTS AND BY 
LIGHTNING.I 

DEATH BY ELECTRIC CURRENTS. 

I BELIEVE that no loss of human life from indus
trial currents of electricity occurred before 1879, 

thoug-h currents strong enough to h~ve cause_d deat_h 
were employed in lighting the operatic stage m Pans 
(at the first p.:,rformance of Meyerbeer's "Le 
Prophete") so lon1,, ago as 1849, and in lighthouses 
on and off the coast of England in 1857. In 1879 a 
stage carpenter was killed at Lyons by the alt~ri:iating 
current of a Siemens dynamo that was g1vmg a 
voltage of about 250 volts at. th~ time. Th~ man 
became insensible at once, and died m twenty mmutes ; 
artificia l respiration was not applied. The first death 
in this country took place at a theatre in Aston, out
side Birmingham, in 188?, where a bandsn_ian s~ort
circuited a powerful electric battery, became msenstble, 
and died in forty minutes. Since that date the annual 
number of deaths from electric shock has steadily 
increased, particularly during this ~~ntury, in which 
the industrial employment of electnc1ty has extended 
so widely, an·d is now quite large. Iri the ten years 
1901-10 the Registrar-General's returns show a total 
of 183 such deaths in England and \Y3:les, the. popula
tion having risen from 32½ to 36 mtl!ton dunng that 
period. In the three years 1901 to 1903 there 
were twe nty-five deaths; in 1908, twenty-five; 
in 1909, twenty-nine; in 1910, twenty-six. Only 
two of these 183 victims were females, because 
women are so much less exposed to contact with 
dangerous electric currents than are men. :tY1any 
deaths by electricity occur annually on the Contment, 
though I cap only bring forward a. few scattered 
figures to prove it. In <?-ermany, thirty~th~ee were 
killed in 1908; fifty-two m 1909; fort)'.-~IX !n 19II. 
In Austria eleven were killed by electnc1ty m 1907; 
ten in 1qro; ten in 1911. In Switze;:land, twe!"lty
one were killed in 1905; nineteen in 19?6. I 
think it pro~able that about 200 persons are killed by 
electricity annually over the whole of Europe. As 
regards the United States of America, when; elec
tricity is so very extensively employed, I have not been 
able to find any statistical records. So long ago as 
1888 Brown estimated that during the past five years 
some 200 people had been killed by ha?dling l!ve 
electric wires. One must remember that 111 America 
life is held very cheap, and that safeguards and pro
tective legislation tend to be regarded as u~due _re
strictions upon industry and commerce, I 1mag111e 
that not fewer than 200 persons are accidentally killed 
bv electric currents every year in America. _As a 
rule, only a single persoi:i is kille~ by electri~1ty !n 
a ny single accident; but 111 a n accident occurring 111 
1909 at Olginate, a village in Lombardy, ten people 
were killed outright by a three-phase current at 3000 
volts one was saved by artificial respiration, and 
about a dozen more were severely injured (Hoest). 

The interest of men of science, of physicians and 
pathologists, in such deaths was first shown in France. 
In 1882 the celebrated French medico-legal expert and 
pathologist, Brouardel, ma de. a ca:eful post-m?rt~m 
examination of a man killed 111 Pans at the .Tmlenes 
bv a 2•0-volt alternating current, and he decided that 
death ~vas fulminating, due to the electric dischar~e. 
and directly caused by arrest of the heart.- . Bourrot 
at the same time examined a second and· s1m1lar case 
post mortem and came to the conclusion that death 
was due to violent excitation of the vagus nerve and 
consequent arrest of the heart, with the r_esult that 
the heart could not resume its functions, and death 
by asphyxia followed. In 1885 a man killed instan-

1 From the Goulstonian lectures for 19r 3- delivered before the Royal 
College of Physicians of London by Dr. A. I. J ex-Blake. 
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taneously by electric shock at the Health Exhibition 
in London was examined forty hours after death by 
Sheild and Delepine. Rigor mortis was marked; 
extreme fluidity of the blood was observed, even the 
right heart being free from clots. The authors came 
to the conclusion that "No doubt the vital spots at 
the base of the brain are in such cases markedly 
implicated." 

During the last twenty years a great many post~ 
mortem examinations have been made in cases of 
sudden death by electric shock. Burns of greater or 
less superficial extent are. generally seen at the points 
where the electric current has entered and left the 
body. In the second place, abnormal fluidity of the 
blood has often been found post mortem; in this, 
those cases of sudden death by electric shock resemble 
cases of sudden death by asphyxia. In the third 
place, no pathological changes are regularly found in 
the heart muscle, although there a re good reasons for 
believing that in most instances death is directly due 
to paralysis of the heart. In the fourth place, the 
central nervous system often shows neither macro
scopical nor microscopical cha?ges of importa!1~e, 
except in the cases where relatively large quantities 
of electricity have passed through the body fo~ long 
periods of time. In a word, the post-mortem evidence 
as to the cause of death by electric currents in indus
trial accidents is generally negative, but may suggest 
asphyxia in some cases, in others organic vascular 
and nervous lesions in the brain and cord. 

It is upon the evidence obtained by the experimental 
electrocution of animals that most of our knowledge 
as to the modes of death by electric shock rests. No 
electrical apparatus capable of producing currents 
strong enough to kill animals was invented before 
about the middle of the eighteenth century. At that 
time electricity suddenly developed into a popular and 
spectacular science in. France and Germa11y, jus! as 
in the middle of the nmeteenth century table-turmng, 
spiritualism, and clairvoyance were popularly taken 
up all over England and America with the greatest 
energy. In neither case was much real scientific pro
gress made by this arousal of popular interest; birds, 
beetles, and other living creatures were electrocuted 
by fri ctional electricity by Gordon ( 1745), Grala th 
(1746), Nollet (1749), and many others (Benjamin). 
It was noted that the birds exhibited ecchymoses 
where the electric sparks struck them, much like the 
ecchymoses seen on persons killed by lightning 
(Nollet). Priestley in 1767 killed kittens and dogs 
with the discharges of condensers, and tried without 
success to resuscitate a kitten by ·artificial respiration, 
di.stending the lungs by blowing with a quill into the 
trachea. Abildgaard (1775), using condensers and . 
Leyden jars, tried without success to electrocute a 
th(ee-months-old foal; he succeeded in killing cocks 
a nd hens bv. electric discharges sent through th e 
head, and made the important observation that fi;)\\°l<; 
treated in this way and to all appearances dead could 
be brought back to life by electric shocks sent through 
the body from breast to back. but remained dead if 
not treated in this manner. To m ention only a few 
out of many 0f those who have since made similar 
inves tigations:-

In 1885 Mann made some very interesting experi
m ents on the efferts of electricity on the action of the 
human heart. He ·apolied the electro'.'!es to the 
or.:ecordia a nd back, and found that a slow1v alternat
inP- current of from 1.~ to 30 milliamperes did not pre
judice the heart's action. 

In 1885, and further in 1887, d'Arsonval m:ide so1!1e 
interesting remarks on deaths caused by 111dustnal 
electric currents, advancing the views as to their mode 
of production that he has continued to hold faithfully 
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ever since. These deaths, he said, were brought 
about in one of two ways :-

(1) By direct action, the mechanical effect or disrup
tive action of the electric current on the tissues; or 

(2) By inditect or reflex action on the nervous 
centres. 

In the first case death is final; in the second it is 
often apparent only, so that the victim may recover 
if treated by artificial respiration immediately after 
receiving the shock. Most of the victims of industrial 
electric accidents had died of asphyxia, he believed. 
The alternative view that these deaths were due to 
cardiac failure was first emphasised in 1890 by Tatum 
and his is the view very generally held at the present 
time. It was put on a more scientific basis in 1898 
by Prevost, who showed that the cardiac failure was 
the result of fibrillation or fibrillary tremulation of 
the muscle of the heart, the German Herzdelirium, 
investi1eated in 1850 by Hoffa and Ludwig. The 
extrem<cly well-designed and well-executed experi
men ts of Prevost and Battelli (1899) proved the great 
impo:·tance of cardiac fibrillation in causing the death 
of a nimals of various kinds when exposed to the 
passage of electric currents through different parts of 
their bodies. They also illustrated the various effects 
of Pl(0 ctric currents of different varieties-alternating, 
continuous, sudden discharges from condensers and 
induction coils-on these animals, and proved that 
when apparentlv killed by a current at a low voltage, 
animals might be brought to life again by the shock 
of the much stronger currents forced through their 
bodies by the application of high voltages. These 
authors also demonstrated that while an alternating 
current with a frequency of 150 alternations a second 
might be fatal to dogs at an E.M.F. of only 15 to 
25 volts, when the alternations were increased to 
1720 a second, no fewer than 400 volts were required 
to produce death. Using high-frequency currents 
w:t!1 from 400.000 to I .000,000 alternations a second, 
d'Arsonval (1893) found he could stand the passage 
of as much as 3 amperes through his body, a current 
twentv or thirty times as g-reat as that required to 
kill a human being at the ordinary rates of alternation 
employed industrially. The experiments of Cunning-
ham (1899), d'Arsonval (1910), Weiss and Zacon (19u), 
are also worth recording, and have added considerably 
to our knowledge of death by electric currents. Weiss 
and Zacon found that chloral anresthesia gave dogs 
no protection against electric shocks. With alternat
ing currents given for a few seconds,. death would 
occur when about 70 to 100 milliamperes traversed 
the thorax with the heart en route ; with continuous 
currents, death was not caused unless the current 
was as large as 300 milliamperes, roughly speaking. 
If, however, smaller electric currents were adminis
tered for long periods, it was found possible to pro
duce death bv tetanus and asphyxia; thus currents of 
.15 to "~ milliamperes were too small to produce 
cardiac fibrillation, but after about ten minutes' apoli
cation caused death by continued inability to breathe, 
and slow asphyxiation. It may be noted that Prevost 
and Battelli found that dof(s were not killed bv alter
natin.,- currents as g-reat as 4 amperes at 120~ volts, 
passed through the bodv from one hind leg to the 
other; the reason being· that with this arrang-ement 
of the electrodes the rate of flow of electricity through 
the musclP of the heart was not large enough to cause 
it to fibrillate. 

One may conclude that living animals of different 
soecies are killed bv electricity with very different 
dellrees of facilitv. For example, many exoerimenters 
have endeavour to electrocute frojls, but all. I believe, 
without success. whatever the current used and how
ever it mav have been apolied. The frog- survives 
electric shocks and the prolonged passage of electric 
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currents at all sorts of voltages- 10, 100, 1000 volts and 
more-and shocks from induction coils and charged 
Leyden jars. The only inconveniences it sutlers 
appear to be transient pareses or paralyses, and, in 
the case of strong currents passed for many seconds 
or minutes, the formation of burns. The frog is thus 
immune because its heart always begins to beat again 
regularly and normally aftei; the passage of the elec
tric current, and because its respiration does the same; 
and also, as Priestley pointed out in 1767, because 
" its constitution enables it to subsist a long time 
without breathing." At the other extreme of the scale 
comes the dog, which can be kill ed with certainty by 
an alternating current of perhaps 15 volts or 60 milli
amperes, if it is applied so as to pass largely through 
the heart muscle for a couple of seconds only. 

As regards the death of human beings, it may be 
brought about by electric currents in several different 
ways. 

(a) There is no doubt that it might be due to pro
longed tetanus of the muscles, which could prevent 
the performance of respiratory movements, and so 
lead to death by asphyxia after some minutes. But 
I am not able to find that it ever has come about in 
this way as a matter of fact, the victim always being 
able either to break the contact and interrupt the 
passage of the current for himself, or to call for help 
and get the contact broken by somebody else before 
asphyxia has occurred in this way. 

(b) In man primary heart failure is undoubtedly 
the commonest mode of death by electric currents. 
The experiments on animals already detailed show 
that such deaths are.due to fibrillation of the ventri
cles of the heart. The fibrillation has been seen occur
ring in the hearts of two criminals electrocuted in 
America and examined immediately after death 
(Schumacher); a few minutes later the left ventricle 
was firmly contracted and empty, while the right 
ventricle and the auricles were relaxed in diastole and 
full of blood. It is probable that in the adult man, 
as in the dog, horse, and ape, fibrillation of the heart, 
once it is established, is irremediable, practically 
speaking. 

(c) and (d) Death by failure of the respiration while 
the heart continues to beat, brought about by nervous 
inhibition, or by failure of both heart and respiration 
together, is probably not so common in man. There 
is a great want of evidence on this point; naturally 
enough, as the people who are present at deaths by 
electric shock are generally workmen who do not 
busy themselves with observations of the pulse and 
the respiration of the victim. A good many cases 
have been recorded in which death did not occur until 
ten, twenty, or forty minutes after the shock had been 
received. and was then apparently due to failure of 
the respiration to re-establish itself. The experiments 
upon animals would lead one to believe that such 
deaths are really due to failure of the respiratory 
centre in the central nervous system. The post
mortem evidence in such cases should suggest death 
by asphyxia, and such evidence has sometimes been 
found after death by electric shock. 

(e) Brief reference may be made to the fact that a 
good many cases have been recorded in which the 
victim of an electric accident has died after a few 
days or weeks from comolications (shock, gangrene, 
suoouration, exhaustion following extensive amputa
tions) arising -out of the injuries caused by the electric 
current. 

With alternating currents, death has occurred from 
shocks at voltages as low as 65 volts, and a good 
many instances of death at such pressures as 100 to 
120 volts have been recorded. It is only in very ex
ceptional circumstances that these low voltages can 
cause death; unless the patient's skin is wet and he 
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makes a good contact, not only with the electric 
conductor, but also through wet boots or clothes 
(according as he is standing or sitting), with the 
ground or s·ome other conductor, there is not the 
smallest chance of death by currents at such low 
voltages. 

As regards continuous currents of electricity, I have 
not found records of many fatal accidents at voltages 
below 220 volts, but in one case a direct current at 
only 95 volts caused death, in another a current at 
r ro volts. The minimum number of milliamperes re
quired to kill a human being under conditions favour
able for killing is not known. Weiss calculates that 
from 70 to go milliamperes of an ordinary alternating 
current would be enough if the current went through 
the chest and heart; d'Arsonval states that much less 
than roo milliamperes suffice to kill. Trotter found 
that continuous currents up to 35 milliamperes, though 
almost insupportably painful, were not fatal when 
passing from the hands to the feet. But when very 
large industrial currents are forced through the body 
by high voltages, we meet with the paradox that, 
while small currents may kill instantaneously, large 
currents are much less fatal. For example, the 
American electrocutions have shown that alternating 
currents of 5 or 8 amperes may pass for many 
seconds through the body without causing per
manent arrest of the hearf or respiration. In several 
recorded non-fatal cases of shock by alternat
ing or three-phase currents at 10,000 volts, it is true 
that no measurements of the amperes passing through 
the victims were made, but it is reasonable to suppose 
that they mav have amounted to several amperes. 
It is plain, then, that currents of a fraction of an 
ampere mav cause sudden death by throwing the 
ventricles of the heart into fibrillary contraction, 
though much larger currents of several amperes do 
not act thus, and so are not fatal. But I do not 
know of any examples or experiments to show at 
what point or amperage the transition from small 
dangerous to large non-dangerous currents takes 
place. 

So far as one can guess, in the absence of any 
experimental proof, it seems that a continuous cur
rent must be two or three times as strong as an 
alternating current, to kill a human being. So far 
as sudden death is concerned, electric currents are 
dangerous to man in proportion to the degree to 
which they tend to pass through the heart. 

The prognosis in cases of severe electric shock has 
been very variously estimated. Cunningham (1899), 
for example, speaks of artificial respiration as "the 
only, and almost invariably futile, method in vogue in 
electrical accidents at the present day," for the resus
citation of persons apparently killed bv electric shock. 
The opposite view is held by Lauffer (1912), who says 
"there are few cases of electrical accident where the 
victim cannot be restored from the electrical shock, 
if appropriate immediate efforts at resuscitation are 
instituted." 

The treatmPnt-artificial resniration bv Schafer's 
or Svlvester's methods-is still that advised by Priest
lev in 1767. The importance of getting to work with 
the artificial respiration without a moment's delay 
has often been emohasised by those who !~ave had 
much exnerience of electrical ·accidents. No less im
portant is the necessity for continuinv artificiaJ re
spiration until it is certain that dPath has occurred; 
rothing- less than coolin~ of the bodv or the onset 
of rif!or mortis should b·e considered to be evidence 
of death h'?re. 

DEATH BY LIGHTNING. 

Up to the present time, meteorologists have 
furnished us with singularly little definite knewledge 
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about the electrical properties of lightning strokes and 
the electrical quantities concerned in their production. 
They may be summed up as very strong electric cur
rents of very brief duration and very high potential, 
containing- thousands or possibily millions of foot-tons 
of energy. When human beings are struck, a part 
at any rate of this energy is converted into heat, 
producing various bodily lesions in most instances. 
Death by lightning-stroke is much commoner in most 
countries than it is iri ours. In England and Wales 
the Registrar-General reported 124 fatal instances of 
lightning-stroke, 108 in men and sixteen in women, 
during the t~n years 1901-10, a yearly average of only 
12·4 deaths, or 0-36 per million living. In Hungary the 
annual death-rate from lightning is said to be sixteen 
per million living (Milham); in Styria and Carinthia 
about ten per million, in Prussia 4·4, in France and 
in Sweden three, in Belgium two, so far as the im
perfect statistics available go (McAdie and Henry). 
In the Urited States of America the annual death
rate per million is high, about ten, in consequence 
of the frequency of thunderstorms on one hand, and 
of the laq e percentage of the inhabitants engaged ir. 
outdoor labour on the other; about 700 or 800 deaths 
from lightning were estimated to occur in the United 
States every year by Henry in 1900, in a population 
of seventy-six millions. Many more people are struc!, 
by lightning than are killed. For example, Jack 
records an instance in which a church was struck; 
300 people were in it, 100 were injured and mostly 
made unconscious, thirty had to take to their beds, 
but only six were killed. Weber gives an account 
of ninety-two people struck in Schleswig-Holstein; 
ten were killed, twenty paralysed, fifty-five stupefied 
and seven only slightly affected. In 1905 fa 

tent with 250 people in it was struck, and sixty 
were left on the ground in various states of insensi
bility; one was killed outright, another breathed for 
some minutes before dying, the rest recovered. As 
many as eleven and eighteen persons have been killed 
by a single stroke of lightning. Vincent mentions a 
stroke that threw down 1200 and killed 556 out of a 
flock of 1800 sheep. 

As to the exact way in which lightning causes 
death, some experiments of Prevost and Battelli, in 
which the discharges of induction coils and con
densers were employed, seem to show that it is by 
central inhibition and cessation of the respiration in 
many cases, in others by cardiac fibrillation and st0p
pag-e of the heart. The bodies of persons killed bv 
lig-htning exhibit no characteristic pathological 
changes except the production of burns and the 
curious subcuticular or subcutaneous stainings known 
as. "lightning figures," that often imitate the fronds 
of ferns or leaves or branches of trees, and have g-iven 
rise to a deal of baseless speculation as to their mode 
of production. Among the most interesting of the 
other and far rarer post-mortem lesions observed are 
lacerations of the soft tissues and fractures of the 
bones. The exact mechanism by means of which 
lig-htning lacerates tissues and fractures bones is 
obscure. In cases where the heel is lacerated and 
the os calcis comminuted, one may perhaps im~gine 
that an extra development of heat and steam has 
taken place here, with the result that the electric dis
charg-e has, so to speak, blmvn its way out of the 
body. The example described by Clark and Brigham 
proves that enough heat may be developed in so 
deeply situated a· bone as the orbital plate of the 
frontal bone to char it, so that it is not unreason:1.ble 
to suopose that small steam explosions mav result if 
the lig-htning develops a less deg-ree of heat in a 
moist tissue. But it is not anitc easv to imag-ine how 
the tibia and fibula could b,, · broken; without showing
any external injurv, as in Pf'nfold's case, if the frac-
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tures were caused by small steam explosions taking 
place inside these bones. Yet there is no alternative 
explanation to offer. For I do not think it is imagin
able that any known forces of electric attraction or 
r ep ulsion could exert enough violenc,e to break bones. 
At a ny rate, the physicists appear to know nothing 
of electric forces of the magnitude . that would be 
r equired here. In a few well-recorded instances which 
are extraordinary almost to the point of being in
credible, strokes of lightning h ave effected amputa
tions. 

Unless sudden death follows, the probability that a 
person struck by lightning will recover is large; 
D cchambre collected 365 instances in which the imme
diate effects of the stroke were survived, and found 
that only fifteen of these victims died subsequently 
from late effects of the lightning. It seems to be 
very generally assumed that immediate treatment 
would improve the prognosis considerably, and that 
many of the people killed by lightning arc only appar
ently dead, and still capable of recovery if properly 
treated during the next few minutes . I do not know 
of a ny s1atistical evidence to prove this point. 

At the present day only general a dvice can be 
given , as the accumulated records have shown that 
no place above ground is completely protected against 
lightning·. It is certainly safer to be indoors than 
out, a nd a large house is much safer than a shanty. 
The windows and doors of the room in which one is 
should be shut, and one should keep away from the 
walls, and particularly from the fireplace, because , 
when a chimney-stack is struck, the contents of the 
chimney and the fireplace a re often blown out into 
the room and cause bodily injuries. A great many 
people have been struck in sheds and barns, especially 
when they have been near doors or windows, or in 
currents of air. Turley recommended the centre of a 
railway carriage at a distance from the engine as the 
securest place of all; Schefcik, a feather bed. To 
take refuP'e in the cellars m erely to avoid a thunder
storm is not necessary as a routine, thoug h in excep
tional cases it may be advisable. 

The advice given by various a uthors to persons 
caught out of doors in a thunderstorm is contradic
tory. It is probably unwise to take shelter in a shed 
unless one can get out of the way of doors, windows, 
and · draughts while one is in it. A shed containing 
domestic animals is certainly more dangerous than 
the open. If one has to remain in the open, there are 
certain things that should be avoided at any cost. 
The first of these is the proximit? of wire fences, 
because when such a fence is struck the electric dis
charge may be carried along the wires and cause 
death at a distance from the place actually struck. 
The second is proximity to such things as hedges, 
ponds, a nd streams, isolated trees, crowds of people, 
a nd h erds of domestic animals. Crowds of people or 
a nimals seem to have a mild attraction for lightning, 
very possibly by virtue of the warmth and dampness 
they impart to the atmosphere immediately round 
them. It has often been said that to have had the 
clothes thoroughly wetted by rain and rendered con
ducting- gives some protection to people who are 
st·ruck bv diverting the path and violence of the light
ning from the body to the clothes. I have found 
seven well-recorded instances in which the effect of 
the stroke was to blow all, or practically all, the 
wetted clothes off the body, by the generation of 
steam as I believe. There can be no doubt that a 
part of the energ-y of the lightning- was expended on 
the clothes in these cases, but · three of the seven 
victims were killed notwithstanding-. So the protec
tion of wet clothes cannot be considered at all com
plete. 

So far as treatment is concerned, per sons struck 
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and a ppa rently killed by lightning should at once be 
given plenty of fresh air, their clothes should be 
loosened, and artificial respiration by Schafer's or 
Sylvester's method should be applied and should be 
continued until either recovery occurs or cooling of 
the body and rigor mortis show conclusively that death 
has taken place. In the medical writings of from 
fifty to two hundred years ago one often sees bleeding 
recommended, and this might well be of service in 
those cases of lightning-stroke in which the heart goes 
on beating while the respiration stops. If it were 
immediately-within a few minutes-ava ilable, to give 
strong electric shocks to the .pn:ecordi a would be well 
worth trying in desperate cases. As regards other 
remedies-such as stimulants in all forms, hot or cold 
applications, the inhalation of pungent vapours-very 
many have been r ecommended, but none seem to have 
met with any success. 

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE. 

SHEFFIELD.-Mr. W. G. Fearnsides, fellow and lec
ture r in natural sciences at Sidney Sussex College, 
and demonstrator in petrology in the University of 
Cambridge, has been appointed to the Sorby chair 
of g eology. 

Acc0RDI~G to an announcement in the "Political 
Notes" of The Times, there is reason to believe that 
the Government has abandoned the intention of intro
ducing this session the Education Bill which was to 
have embodied the scheme under consideration by 
Lord Haldane's Cabinet Committee. Every effort is 
being made to lighten the Government programme so 
that Parliament may be prorogued a t a reasonable 
date in August. 

IT is announced that their Majesties intend to invite 
to a garden-party at Buckingham Palace on Saturday, 
July 19, representatives of the _tea_chi~g profession in 
London. \Ve understand that mv1tat1ons will shortly 
be issued to responsible head-teachers and principals 
of schools, institutes, and colleges of every type con
stituting the public system of education in the county 
of London. A special choir of children selected from 
public elementary schools will sing before their 
:\fajesties. 

IN support of the foundation of a W estern Univer
sity in Central China, a meeting of m embers of Par
liament was held in the House of Commons on June 
26. Canon Lord William Gascoyne-Cecil said that 
nothing is being asked for ou~ of. the pocket of_ ~he 
British taxpayer. The suggest10n 1s that the Bnt\sh 
Government should forgo ·part of the Boxer in
demnity. We learn from The Times that it was 
pointed out that the Boxer indemnity claimed 
by Great Britain amounted to more than 
7,000,oool., and of that amount only 199,0001. 
h as been paid. A sum of 250,oool. spread 
over a long period would meet the cost of the. new 
Universitv. A motion that a deputation be appointed 
to urge upon the Prime Minister the desirability of 
a Government grant, either out of the Boxer indemnity 
fund or otherwise, towards the establishment of the 
proposed University was agreed to. 

THE Board of Education has issued (Cd. 6866) the 
regulations, which will come into force on August r, 
for university tutorial classes in Eng land and Wales. 
The Board will be prepared to make special grants 
in aid of part-time courses in subjects of general as 
distinct from vocational education, given under the 
educational supervision either of a university or uni-
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